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Ethics of emergent information and communication technology applications in humanitarian medical assistance
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New applications of information and communication technology (ICT) are shaping the way we understand and provide humanitarian medical assistance in situations of disaster, disease outbreak or conflict. Each new crisis appears to be accompanied by advancements in humanitarian technology, leading to significant improvements in the humanitarian aid sector. However, ICTs raise ethical questions that warrant attention. Focusing on the context of humanitarian medical assistance, we review key domains of ICT innovation. We then discuss ethical challenges and uncertainties associated with the development and application of new ICTs in humanitarian medical assistance, including ensuring accuracy, protecting privacy and security, responding to inequalities, demonstrating respect, protecting relationships, and addressing expectations. In doing so, we emphasize the centrality of ethics in humanitarian ICT design, application and evaluation.
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Introduction

At the 2015 Annual General Meeting of Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) Canada, an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) hovered over attendees before flying high into the distance. Those who lost sight of it watched its live camera feed on a handheld monitor. Within the hour, computer software was generating a 3D map of the local area. The dramatic demonstration both impressed attendees and illustrated the potential for UAVs in humanitarian medical assistance. One could be excused for mistaking this humanitarian agency meeting for a technology convention; increasingly they are combined.\textsuperscript{1}

New applications of information and communication technology (ICT) are having a profound effect on humanitarian assistance,\textsuperscript{2,3} as ‘every new emergency seems to trigger some new innovation’\textsuperscript{,4}, p.1 For example, networks of volunteers compiled text messages from people trapped or injured during the 2010 Haiti earthquake to create a live crowd-sourced map of the disaster area that was then used by first responders to guide rescue efforts, and new smartphone apps were developed to facilitate communication between health workers during the 2014 West Africa Ebola crisis.\textsuperscript{5,6} Humanitarian ICTs—that is, ICT applications used to support relief and reconstruction efforts during the international response to disaster, war or disease outbreak—are thus a quickly evolving domain.

The implementation of novel technologies is often associated with both enthusiasm and trepidation, and the context of humanitarian medical assistance is no exception. Those who are techno-optimists may laud positive aspects of new technologies such as increased efficiency, ease of data sharing and diminished risks for aid workers. Techno-pessimists may dwell on the inevitability of glitches in the field, over-reliance on electrical energy and internet access, and threats to data security or privacy. However, most aid workers are probably somewhere in between, enthusiastic about new possibilities but cautious about their implementation. They also realize that ICTs are becoming increasingly adapted to field conditions due to advances in battery technology, and more widespread cellular phone networks.\textsuperscript{7} Indeed, many technologies that were recently considered novel are now viewed as standard and routine, such as obtaining internet access over cellular and satellite networks. These advances are expanding the scope and extending
the reach of ICT use across the humanitarian aid sector, and the rate of new technology application is likely to accelerate, making the need for ethical scrutiny that much more pressing.

While new ICT unveilings garner close attention and exploration, including by industry and entrepreneurs, it is important to carefully consider ethical ramifications of ICT application in humanitarian medical assistance. In this paper we survey key domains of emergent humanitarian ICTs and discuss the ethical challenges and uncertainties associated with their development and application in humanitarian medical assistance. In so doing, we underscore the importance of ethical scrutiny in not just the application of humanitarian technologies, but also their design and the initial consideration of their use.

ICTs in humanitarian medical assistance

ICTs have a range of applications for humanitarian medical assistance:

1. Maps: Maps are being created using satellite and UAV imagery, geographic information systems (GIS) and social media information gathered by networks of volunteers. As a result, epidemiological and humanitarian maps have shifted from static geographic representations to include near real-time information, such as locations and narratives of events, and can be used to track trends such as population displacement or disease spread. Mapping technologies can also facilitate the identification and tracking of individuals, such as family members, who may be on the move following a disaster.

2. Remote visualization and surveillance: Remote visualization and surveillance are also facilitated by a range of ICTs. UAVs and satellites are used to identify populations fleeing conflict or disaster. Closed-circuit video feeds were also used to monitor patients in Ebola treatment centers to reduce the number of health providers who needed to remain in the isolation unit.

3. Point of care testing: Point of care testing encompasses portable, self-contained devices for disease screening and diagnostic testing. These technologies are especially valuable during humanitarian crises (e.g., www.elrha.org/news/elrha-funds-new-15-minute-test-ebola-trialed-guinea-2/) where access to laboratory facilities is limited or impossible.

4. Early warning technologies: Early warning technologies for disasters, political instability, and epidemics are becoming increasingly powerful. Sophisticated computer algorithms are used to analyze social media data and identify the onset or track the spread of a crisis, along with networks of sensors that are deployed to detect tsunamis and other hazards.

5. Information sharing and evaluation: Information sharing and evaluation are aided by text messages and diverse social media platforms. Such information may be directed toward the population, (e.g., automatic text messages sent to the cell phones of all individuals entering an area affected by cholera) or as a channel for local communities to provide feedback to aid organizations. Increased two-way communication between communities and humanitarian agencies enhances accountability and can facilitate responsiveness to local needs. Family reunification efforts following a crisis are also increasingly carried out online, often replacing the use of posters covered with photos of individuals who were separated from other family members.

6. Coordination and data sharing: Coordination and data sharing between humanitarian agencies has been criticized as inadequate and resulting in diminished effectiveness of aid efforts. ICTs, including smartphone apps and text messaging, can be harnessed to enhance coordination within and between aid agencies in an effort to reduce duplication and gaps in the provision of assistance.

7. Digital data collection: Digital data collection in humanitarian medical assistance is rapidly expanding, including incorporation of digital patient records in field hospitals.

8. Tele-consulting: Tele-consulting (telemedicine or electronic consultation) has been refined over the past decade in diverse humanitarian crises. From simple cell-phone consultations, to a physician wearing a camera integrated into their eyeglasses during triage, ICTs provide opportunities for clinicians to consult distant colleagues during crises.

9. Simulations and predictive modeling: Simulations and predictive modeling using virtual reality technology replicate field situations and can be incorporated in staff selection and training, preparation of field missions, and in advocacy efforts. Virtual reality technology may in future also become tools for decision support and predictive modeling.

These categories reflect important areas of ICT application by medical humanitarian organizations. There are also numerous other ICT uses in the humanitarian aid sector ranging from supply chain management, to electronic cash transfers to refugees, to broader analyses of conflict or disaster patterns. New humanitarian technologies continue to be developed and implemented by humanitarian agencies. Biometrics, such as voice recognition or retina scans used to restore lost documentation of refugees, and wearable devices to aid rescue efforts are two examples of cutting-edge technologies. New technology applications such as UAV delivery of relief equipment and onsite 3D printing of specialized supplies are also being trialed.

Uncertainty and challenges through an ethics lens

Along with the great benefits of ICTs come uncertainties and challenges. While some challenges are logistical, such as issues of reliability and power requirements for ICTs in austere environments, other challenges relate to the values that ground humanitarianism and the ethical identities of humanitarian organizations and aid workers. Drawing on a review of the humanitarian and technology ethics literatures, as well as our experiences in the humanitarian aid sector, we identify and discuss six key ethical issues for ICT use by humanitarian medical organizations and consider how these issues relate to humanitarian’s ethical commitments, such as the humanitarian principles of independence, impartiality, neutrality.

Ensuring accuracy

Effective decision-making by humanitarian organizations requires access to and rapid analysis of information about how
a crisis is unfolding. ICT applications are crucial means of collecting this information, and are increasingly generating and using ‘big data’, which is broadly defined as the storage and analysis of large and/or complex data sets using sophisticated computing technology. Challenges arise to ensure that this real-time humanitarian decision-making is based on reliable information rather than information that is faulty or fraudulent. Inaccurate information or even deception (especially in contexts of civil war or political unrest) may lead to operational responses based on poor data, and thus may ‘distort reality in a way that may invoke harm’. In some settings, misinformation or deception could also be used to misappropriate or disrupt assistance. Ensuring veracity and accuracy of ICT data is thus a crucial step to minimize the risk of harm and to support robust policy and operational decision-making.

Protecting privacy and security
Information collected by humanitarian aid organizations might also raise security risks if it is used by aggressors to target individuals or communities (e.g., for reprisals against those sharing information). Geopositioning raises ‘ethical considerations of linking people to place’, and may heighten vulnerability if ICT-generated information contributes to or facilitates individuals being stigmatized or targeted, especially if data is traceable. Other risks may be linked to ICT use. In some instances, individuals may send sensitive information to humanitarian organizations through open channels (e.g., Twitter and website comment forums) without realizing the security risk. Debate is also ongoing about whether and when crisis maps should be open source and shared freely to promote rapid and well-informed decision-making, or encrypted and access controlled to minimize security risks. Data may still be vulnerable to theft or even subject to surveillance from state authorities or other entities, potentially undermining humanitarian neutrality and jeopardizing aid projects in some areas and placing individuals at risk. Furthermore, insider threats, where insiders (e.g., system administrators) take advantage of their position to bypass security measures, are considered one of the most powerful adversaries in ICT security generally; humanitarian aid organizations dealing with sensitive information should not ignore such concerns. Establishing and following rigorous ICT security practices is thus an increasingly important task for humanitarian organizations.

Responding to inequality
Humanitarian ethics has long stressed the importance of fairness, including the equitable distribution of humanitarian aid. However, reliance on ICTs in humanitarian aid programs may exacerbate inequity. Though mobile technology is increasingly widespread around the world, access is not uniform due to service availability and costs. Poor or socially marginalized individuals are less likely to have access to critical information stemming from text messages and social media. In turn, operational decisions based on information received by means of these ICTs are less likely to be responsive to the needs of the most vulnerable persons in a community.

Demonstrating respect for individuals and communities
As video and photography are used in advocacy, fundraising and awareness-raising, concerns about harm and exploitation associated with images of suffering in humanitarianism are relevant. ICTs are used to both gather and distribute these images. While concerns about imagery are not unique to humanitarian aid, they are amplified due to the insecurity and heightened vulnerability experienced by individuals and communities during crises. Digital data collection also raises questions about informed consent and ownership of information, including whether individuals know and accept the purposes for which their information will be used and how it will be stored. For example, publishing high resolution photography taken by UAVs without obtaining permission of identifiable individuals breaches privacy expectations and may threaten self determination and agency for individuals and groups, and thus constitute a harm to dignity. By extension, duties may exist to engage in community consultation for mapping, UAV or satellite photography activities after a disaster or during an outbreak. Such discussion should include consideration for ownership of the resulting maps or images, and the roles communities will play in deciding what uses are possible once the emergency abates.

Protecting relationships
ICTs can alter relationships between humanitarian actors and populations. They may facilitate a move from ‘face-to-face’ to ‘face-to-screen’ interactions, potentially undercutting the principle of proximity that is a core tenet of organizations such as MSF. As more humanitarian aid projects are run at a distance, there are situations characterized as the ‘paradox of presence’, where aid workers are present but spend much more time on their laptops than working directly with the population. While perhaps making operations more feasible in some locales, technological distancing may diminish connection and the experience of solidarity for both humanitarian workers and communities that receive assistance.

The use of ICTs may also have implications for how humanitarian actors are seen by local communities, including perceptions related to trust and neutrality. Some populations may confuse humanitarian technologies with military or state surveillance (consider a humanitarian aid agency launching a UAV from their compound in a setting where counter-terrorism activities are underway) thus undermining trust in humanitarian workers, and potentially fueling anxiety and jeopardizing aid worker security. The widespread use of remote imaging might
also jeopardize local relationships in areas where photography is culturally sensitive and its use guided by cultural norms.

**Addressing expectations that cannot be met**

A final concern relates to the creation of expectations that humanitarian organizations are unable to meet. Increased two-way communication between humanitarians and affected populations via ICTs ‘creates a different dynamic around accountability and responsiveness. It also creates a new set of ethical responsibilities, especially around (heightened) expectations and whether they can be met’.45 Technology-facilitated communication channels between aid agencies and local communities run both ways. While aid agencies may use the channels to raise awareness about their presence and their projects, local communities may seize the opportunity to convey additional needs and requests. In some instances, the possibility to voice needs may give rise to frustrations when they remain unmet by aid organizations who are overstretched or unable to respond.45 Thus while technology can enhance accountability and responsiveness, consideration should also be given to the ways that it contributes to raising expectations and how best to address them.

**What lies ahead for ethics and ICT development and application for humanitarian medical assistance?**

The pace of ICT innovation is rapid. As new ICTs are developed and implemented, humanitarian organizations and their partners should pursue three lines of questioning. The first line of questioning investigates how ICTs interact with the ethical values and norms of humanitarian organizations and aid workers. In the context of humanitarian medical assistance, these values include normative commitments to the foundational humanitarian principles of impartiality, independence and neutrality, as well as concerns for upholding values such as fairness, solidarity, avoiding harm, and treating individuals and communities with respect. Ethical analysis of novel ICTs should also consider norms of distributive justice and equality. As noted earlier, ICTs may lead to (or reinforce) inequality due to differential access to technologies between those who are socially advantaged and those who are not.46 For example, a statement on best practices for humanitarian UAV missions rightly encourages UAV operators to avoid inadvertent discrimination by neglecting marginalized communities in their humanitarian efforts.47 Humanitarian organizations will also need to understand the regulatory context in which they operate, including expectations for notification of authorities related to the use of UAVs and privacy regulations related to the use and control of personal data. Following the notion of value-sensitive design,48 the development of new technologies should include reflection and analysis of how novel ICTs ought to be developed and implemented so as to uphold and sustain ethical commitments of humanitarian workers and humanitarian agencies. In this sense, congruence with ethical values is not merely a question that arises when decisions are made about technology application. Congruence with ethical values should also be examined in the development of new ICTs with humanitarian applications, especially given the potential harms associated with unintended effects, or that unscrupulous individuals might seek to subvert ICTs once they are implemented.49

Humanitarian medical organizations should also pursue a second line of questioning and examine how ICTs influence relationships in humanitarian aid. ICTs that facilitate remote operations, tele-consulting and new accountability mechanisms, may alter relationships between humanitarian workers, their patients, and others in affected communities. These alterations may affect the encounters that are central to humanitarian medical assistance.50 As ICTs mediate relationships in humanitarian aid, attention can be given to additional ethical considerations such as presence and responsiveness.51 ICTs are also leading to the creation of new relationships. New groups have joined humanitarian efforts requiring partnerships between professionalized humanitarian agencies and volunteer-based online networks (sometimes referred to as ‘digital humanitarians’).5 With new partnerships arise new tensions resulting from the different standards, identities, and expectations of these groups. Tensions may also occur between technology companies’ duties to their shareholders and the obligations and commitments of medical humanitarian organizations.29 Humanitarian organizations also rely on third party technology service providers, raising questions related to control over data, and ensuring that expectations and service agreements are clear and harmonized with humanitarian objectives. Concerns may also arise related to continuity of services if a humanitarian agency partners with a firm that subsequently ceases to function. While these are sources of concern, it remains to be seen if developments in open-source technology will reduce the need for humanitarian organizations to partner with for-profit corporations. More challenging yet for humanitarian public perception is dual-use technology: many ICTs designed for military use also have humanitarian applications. Potential cross purposing of technologies for military and humanitarian application should be carefully evaluated and transparently disclosed, including the role of defense contractors in humanitarian technology development.

The final line of questioning responds to the observation that technology deployment cannot necessarily be undone – and that those who did not consent or were not informed will still be affected by these changes.52 Prior to developing or implementing new ICTs, humanitarian agencies should carefully assess potential consequences and the possibility of mitigating unintended harms. For example, where a live map that includes information about those who were injured during demonstrations has been made freely available online, this information cannot be effectively removed if it is later revealed that it is being used as a tool of oppression by state authorities or counter-demonstrators. Anticipation of and vigilance to prevent harms before they occur is surely a better strategy than attempting to contain or mitigate harms that have occurred.

**Conclusions**

New ICTs are being integrated throughout the humanitarian sector in areas as diverse as management practices, supply chain operations, and clinical care. Many of these applications...
use focused technologies to accomplish specific tasks such as water filtering or point of care testing; others incorporate sophisticated technologies with broader functions, such as GIS analysis of a disaster site. These developments are resulting in many improvements in how humanitarian medical assistance is provided to affected populations. However, they also require careful consideration of their political, social and ethical implications.

Humanitarian agencies need to manage increasingly large quantities of potentially sensitive data, provide rapid responses to unfolding crises, and weigh requests for access to their data, all while ensuring that their data are reliable, data analysis is rigorous, confidentiality and privacy are respected, fairness is ensured, and risks are minimized. This is no small order. It has significant ethical implications as outlined in this paper, as well as operational and human resource implications as organizations increasingly need to develop new capacities and incorporate specialists with expertise in these areas. There have been calls and initiatives to establish clear ethical standards and to develop codes of ethics/conduct for new ICT applications (such as the code of conduct of the Standby Volunteer Task Force; and the Humanitarian UAV Code of Conduct and Guidelines).47,54

Technologies are contributing to the creation of new relationships between groups such as professional humanitarians and volunteer networks involved in crowdsourced live mapping, and with technology companies. In some settings, they are also reshaping relationships between humanitarian workers and local populations. Evaluating how the traditional humanitarian principles of neutrality, impartiality and independence can be upheld, along with consideration of other values such as fairness, presence and responsiveness, should be a focus of discussion within the humanitarian aid sector.

Humanitarian medical assistance unfolds within contexts that are highly volatile and contested. ICTs are not immune to these same adversities, but bring with them further complexities and vulnerabilities. Ethical consideration of novel ICTs in humanitarian aid embodies the dictum that ‘can does not imply ought’; contemplation and vigilance are needed, including recognition that not all problems have technological solutions.55

The rapid advance of humanitarian ICTs raises important ethical questions. It is crucial that these questions be asked and that humanitarian medical organizations and others involved in humanitarian ICT innovation develop and implement new applications in ways that uphold humanitarian commitments, protect individuals and groups who are especially vulnerable, and minimize risks of harm. Thus while stalling or withholding potentially life-saving technologies is unethical, so too is their haphazard or hasty implementation.
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